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design. Early career researchers also benefit from mentorship from experienced scholars who have achieved success in 
securing research funding, and who also have experience on the other side of the review process – i.e., from serving as peer 
reviewers, and as members of grant-review panels.  

The process of wriAng grant applicaAons takes considerable Ame, effort and moAvaAon, but does become more efficient 
and effecAve through pracAce. Like all forms of academic wriAng, workshops and similar programs can be beneficial in terms 
of learning how to approach the behaviour effecAvely. The GGWW also provides structure to ensure parAcipants are able to 
pursue the work to compleAon through deadlines, requirements for periods dedicated to wriAng, and through 
encouragement and modeling of the behaviours of feedback, reflecAon and revision.   

Posi3on of the GGWW in the CARTA curriculum 
The posiAon of the GGWW, in CARTA’s training conAnuum, is following the PhD and in the early post-PhD period. The 
GGWW will not repeat CARTA PhD training but encourage parAcipants to use all CARTA (and other research training and 
reference materials) for self-directed study and as resources. GGWW parAcipants are to be independent scholars and take 
personal responsibility for their criAcal scholarship. Facilitators are not instructors but serve more as mentors encouraging 
criAcal thinking modelling collaboraAon. Everyone involved will engage in peer-to-peer construcAve criAque and mutual 
support.  

The GGWW also is part of the larger trajectory of CARTA acAviAes working toward expanding and strengthening the African 
research community at large. A long-term intended outcome of the GGWW is that African research graduates submit more 
applicaAons for funding, submit stronger applicaAons, and collaborate to develop more research grants among themselves, 
and with other early career and senior researchers around the world. It follows that these outcomes increase the likelihood 
of enhanced research resources for African scholars and insAtutes and that a greater number of African PhD graduates 
ajaining research posiAons. EvaluaAon of the GGWW will include acAve follow-up surveys of parAcipants regarding their 
confidence, intenAons and actual grant submissions, as well as passive follow-up of their career trajectories 

Characteris3cs of GGWW par3cipants 
Descrip(on: PhD Graduates with CARTA or comparable training, who are dedicated to a career in research in the African 
context and seeking a post-doctoral fellowship, first independent research grant, post-PhD.  

Eligibility:  

PhD graduate of CARTA or comparable training. 

• Completed the PhD within the past two years (precise eligibility may vary with call) 

• Early career graduates who have not yet secured ongoing independent scienAst faculty posiAons or secured 
independent research support as principal invesAgator, 

• eligible for post-doctoral posiAons or CARTA re-entry grants. 

Requirements for ajendance: 

• ApplicaAon submijed for the GGWW that is complete, and has idenAfied one or more appropriate calls for funding 
and to which the candidate and proposed research area are eligible.  

• Completed required background preparaAon, pre-workshop as required, at the assigned Ameline (approximately 2 
weeks prior to residenAal workshop) 
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Overview of the GGWW objec3ves and processes  
Learning outcomes 
By the end of the GGWW course, the ParAcipants will be able to:  

1. IdenAfy a research gap and develop answerable research quesAons in the parAcipant’s area of experAse and 
interests; 

2. IdenAfy funding opportuniAes appropriate for the research area, the applicant and proposed research context 

3. Develop plans for disseminaAon and stakeholder engagement 

4. Prepare a research budget proposal including idenAfying funding sources, tailoring proposal to funding sources, 
drawing on experAse, developing a budget, 

5. Develop study and data management plans 

6. CriAque research ideas and plans and to integrate feedback into a proposal 

7. Demonstrate Ame management and producAve wriAng behaviours by meeAng all deadlines 

8. Demonstrate criAcal thinking and criAcal scholarship through self-reflecAon, use of feedback and provision of 
construcAve criAque to other parAcipants’ work. 

Overview of GGWW ac3vi3es from perspec3ve of par3cipants  
ApplicaAon and review process 

• Applicants respond to the call to parAcipate and submit the applicaAon on Ame 

• These are reviewed by the organizing commijee and parAcipants noAfied 

Online review and preparaAon 

• In a hybrid version of the GGWW, parAcipants are required to complete a asynchronous online course which 
encourages a high-level review of knowledge and skills acquired in the PhD program 

• The review covers the following Lessons:   

o An overall orientaAon to approach to learning and scholarship at the residenAal GGWW including 
expectaAons and roles of the facilitators and parAcipants 

o A high-level review of the skills and effort required to idenAfy the research gap, develop a literature review 
to moAvate the research 

o A reminder that scholars must recognize the breadth of research approaches available and must make 
criAcal decisions about the research approach that will be best aligned with the specific research 
objecAves.  

o A reflecAon on their experience with the research approach proposed, parAcularly if this approach is 
different from the approach or methods used in the PhD.  
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o Engagement with external resources on research methods to ensure that the research proposed is of high 
quality and minimizes risk of research flaws and bias; and 

o Skills of finding opportuniAes for research support and development of the applicaAon are reviewed 

• At the end of the online course, parAcipants submit a more detailed reflecAon of the work they have completed in 
preparaAon for grant wriAng. 

ResidenAal wriAng retreat. 

This is the heart of GGWW. It is a five-day residenAal retreat with periods of facilitated group acAviAes and independent 
wriAng. An in-person, residenAal workshop is recommended because of the advantages of having protected Ame for wriAng 
while separated from other responsibiliAes.  

The wriAng intensive incorporates the external peer review process and addiAonal sessions on grant sponsorship, and 
leading one’s own research. 

Cross ref to appendix Schedule of week-long workshop 

Cross-ref to secAon focused on internaAonal review as ‘key feature’ below 

EvaluaAon of the GGWW and follow-up 

ParAcipants spend the final half-day of the residenAal workshop providing feedback and reflecAon on the workshop to the 
organizers.   

Following the workshop, parAcipants should receive follow-up surveys to assess their percepAon of the value of the 
workshop about a month following ajendance and ideally over a longer period of follow-up (e.g., six months).  ParAcipants 
should also be asked about plans to submit the applicaAon developed, or whether they have submijed this or other 
applicaAons.   
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GGWW LEADERSHIP AND STAFF 
Du3es and Qualifica3ons of GGWW leads 
Descrip(on: This is an experienced academic leader who will iniAate and oversee the planning and execuAon of current or 
future GGWWs.   

Summary of duAes and expectaAons 

The responsibiliAes of the Lead organizer of the GGWW go far beyond being able to plan a workshop and coordinate the 
staff, budget and venue for a scienAfic meeAng. 

The GGWW Lead must have the skills, reputaAon, interpersonal skills and professional network to build a broad, 
mulAdisciplinary team of dozens of parAcipants necessary to the success of the workshop. 

• First, the Lead has the responsibility to create a team of facilitators, to mentor them 

• Second, the Lead is responsible for the considerable task of creaAng and maintaining a large list of external 
reviewers from among the world’s most accomplished researchers and to ensure this list of reviewers, collecAvely, 
covers the areas of experAse required to meet the needs of the GGWW parAcipants. 

• Finally, the Lead must be commijed to be present and an acAve parAcipant in the workshop itself. The Lead has a 
role in creaAng and maintaining an environment at the workshop that is egalitarian, supporAve, fosters hard work 
and criAcal thinking and maximizes the value of the experience for the parAcipants.  

QualificaAons: 

PhD, established researcher, in a recognized leadership posiAon (or with past internaAonal leadership experience) and 
posiAoned to work in collaboraAon with colleagues at a variety of parAcipaAng and supporAng insAtuAons. Plus, 

• Experience in wriAng grants and obtaining funding, as well as mentorship of grant/award applicants. 

• Experience as a peer review, review panel member/discussant, or grant agency board. 

• Experience in coordinaAon of scienAfic meeAngs and collaboraAons 

Ideal ajributes: 

• Breadth of experience across funding agencies  

• Breadth of experience wriAng or mentoring grant applicaAons (and dissertaAons) across diverse subject areas, 
contexts, and study design order to be able to compare and contrast approaches and support trainees working in 
diverse areas of research 

• Academic leadership posiAon at a CARTA partner or other African-based academic centre. 

• Maintains a broad network of collaborators across mulAple research organizaAons and academic centres 

Du3es and Qualifica3ons of GGWW facilitators 
Descrip(on: This is a mid-career academic with experience in supervision and mentorship of graduate research students 
and experience in applying for and receipt and administraAon of research grants.  
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Experience as an internal and external reviewer of grants and membership on review panels and boards is preferred. 

QualificaAons: 

PhD, established researcher, with experience in several of the following areas: 

• WriAng grants and obtaining research funds 

• Mentoring, internal insAtuAonal reviewer, instructor of research degree programs or courses including criAcal 
research development or grant wriAng. 

• Peer reviewer, review panel member/discussant, or grant agency board member. 

• Supervisor of senior graduate students or post-doctoral parAcipants.  

• Commitment to ajendance and acAve parAcipaAon at all stages of the GGWW as required, including acAve 
presence in workshops, leading small group discussion and writer presentaAons, working one-on-one with 
individual workshop parAcipants who have your sought advice or experAse 

Ideal ajributes: 

• Friendly, encouraging and supporAve manner, and commitment to creaAng an environment of collegiality and 
absent of hierarchy  

• Breadth of experience across mulAple funding agencies and research opportuniAes 

• Breadth of experience wriAng or mentoring grant applicaAons (and dissertaAons) across diverse subject areas, 
contexts, and study designs 

• Flexibility and willingness to support trainees working in diverse areas of research, substanAvely or 
methodologically 

• Training as a facilitator in the CARTA program, or comparable experience with acAve learn, SocraAc and criAcal 
seminar style of instrucAon and mentorship. 

• Formal or informal training as an instructor in support of academic writers (e.g., course instrucAon with research 
proposals)  

• Willingness to use one’s own network of collaborators and colleagues to help idenAfy opportuniAes and resources 
for parAcipants, and to connect parAcipants with contacts and resources. 

• Willing to share one’s own experience with research, funding and grantsmanship and to compare and contrast the 
experiences of self and other in grantsmanship and research 

Characteris3cs of a TEAM of Facilitators for a GGWW 
CollecAvely, the GGWW facilitators funcAon as a family or team, who fulfil shared and complementary roles.  

GGWW leads have a responsibility to assemble the team consciously, to support all the GWW parAcipants with diverse 
research interests in terms of subject areas and research approach. 

Building a team may involve heterogeneity across a number of areas, including: 
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• A wide variety of research disciplinary perspecAves (e.g., social sciences, epidemiology, demography, health policy, 
evaluaAon and research in health care and health professions). 

• A variety of research areas of focus (e.g., infecAous disease, chronic disease, maternal and child health, mental 
health and well-being and others) 

• Breadth in terms of experAse with research methodologies (e.g., qualitaAve research, basic science research, 
surveillance and demography, quasi-experimental, eAology and program evaluaAon research, clinical and field 
experiments, and health systems/health outcomes research).  

• Experience in mulAple research contexts including various locaAons and contexts (in Africa, Europe, North America 
and elsewhere, and in a variety of specific seongs, academic, government, NGO and for-profit sector.) 

• CollecAvely reflect diversity of backgrounds which may include gender, race and sociodemographic background, 
age, and stage of career 

No team can be expected to reflect experAse in every permutaAon and combinaAon of the parAcipants interests.  Greater 
breadth and flexibility (within and between facilitators) make if more likely that parAcipant can learn mulAple perspecAves.  
A diverse team, working together also models collaboraAon, criAcal thinking, and a willingness to learn from other 
perspecAves and disciplines. 

Successful GGWW Leads will maintain networks of potenAal facilitators and welcome new facilitators from a variety of other 
centres.  The Leads will also have to follow the Ameline of the GGWW applicaAon process and make final adjustments to the 
team of facilitators to reflect the actual research interests of the incoming parAcipants. 

Qualifica3ons and criteria for external reviewers 
Descrip(on: An important part of the GGWW is the receipt of mulAple external reviews to a largely-completed draD of the 
developing research proposal.  This cannot happen without a large group of recruited, and prepared, internaAonal external 
reviewers, and it is a major responsibility of the GGWW Leads to recruit and communicate with the reviewers. 

It is essenAal that enough qualified reviewers are idenAfied to ensure that each GGWW parAcipant has their draD 
applicaAon sent out to at least three, well-chosen reviewers, and receives back at least two external reviews on the Ameline 
of the GGWW.  

QualificaAons of reviewers: 

• Early, mid-career or senior researchers at universiAes and research insAtutes in many parts of the world 

• Reviewers may be approached because of their ability to provide expert review to specific applicaAons being 
developed at the GGWW 

• Reviewers may also be approached for general subject area, or methodological experAse (e.g., qualitaAve research, 
quasi-experimental designs, laboratory methods, biostaAsAcs) 

Ideal ajributes and approach: 

• It is good if GGWW Leads or facilitators know the reviewer and their reputaAon for being reliable and commijed to 
providing construcAve reviews for early-career scholars.  
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• The reviewer should be prepared to give negaAve feedback where they see significant weaknesses, without being 
derogatory or de-moAvaAng; as well as idenAfying strengths in the applicaAon. 

• The reviewer should explain areas of idenAfied weakness and may provide guidance on how (behaviourally) to 
improve the work, but the reviewer should not rewrite the applicaAon 

• The reviewer should not forecast success or failure for grant funding as their assessment may not be correct. 

It is not an expectaAon of the reviewers that they agree to be contacted by the parAcipants, in future.  Ideally reviewers 
should be open to the idea of becoming part of the GGWW parAcipant’s broader research network when this is mutually 
beneficial.  Please see APPENDIX 3 - Correspondence with facilitators and reviewers 

THE GGWW AND KEY FEATURES OF THE TEACHING APPROACH  

GGWW workshops have an intenAonal approach to facilitaAon.  The parAcipant and their developing proposal is at the 
centre .  DidacAc instrucAon is kept to a bare minimum and offered primarily to deliver instrucAons, establish expectaAons. 
Short presentaAons, though, will provide and feedback to the group and individual and will address common problems to 
avoid and soluAons (see Appendix 8: Risks and MiAgaAon for examples). 

Socra3c approach to facilita3on 
SocraAc teaching approach 

The SocraAc teaching method is not didacAc but uses direcAve inquiry and quesAoning.  The facilitator asks the learner to be 
conscious of their own mental processes and self-criAcal in their logical development of ideas and arguments. Do you think 
you have explained this clearly? Would another person make the same connec8on? What evidence showed you that this 
interven8on should have the desired effect?  Is that from a theore8cal perspec8ve?  (See also Appendix 7.  Notes on dialogic 
teaching and assessment of cri8cal thinking) 

Through quesAoning, the facilitator assesses how the learner is demonstraAng skills and behaviours acquired in the PhD 
process, and how effecAvely skills and behaviours are being reapplied to the current tasks. Can you describe how you 
searched for a range of possible interven8ons, before zeroing in on this one? Have you iden8fied experts and agencies who 
do research in this are and studied their works? Did you start with a range of secondary sources to give you an overview of 
the general state of knowledge in the area? 

Asking quesAons of the parAcipant, and peers, ensures the parAcipant gets authenAc response and feedback from mulAple 
perspecAves.  Other parAcipants in small group sessions may be asked:  Do you agree with them that this argument leads to 
that?  Is this clear to you as well?  Do you think it is clearer now?  Can you suggest other ways to expand on this?  

Being asked to think and reflect encourages parAcipants to engage in their own internal dialogue of self-criAque.  Where the 
interacAon is encouraging and not threatening, this normalizes the experience of receiving feedback and being challenged 
to defend one’s posiAons (i.e., provide arguments to support), and to use feedback for revision and improvement.  Revision 
is essenAal to effecAve wriAng. 
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Role of facilitators during the residen3al wri3ng intensive 
ParAcipaAon and acAviAes 

Throughout, facilitators will encourage criAcal reflecAon and independent thought, as well as peer-to-peer discussion and 
feed-back.  Periodically, facilitators will give debriefing comments with everyone parAcipaAng.  Debriefing will focus on 
challenges experienced by writers and construcAve soluAons to those challenges.  For more informaAon, (see Appendix 8:  
Risks and miAgaAon) which presents a collecAon of challenges that parAcipants have experienced, and that facilitators have 
addressed, at prior GGWWs 

One-on-one consultaAons about specific protocols should be on-demand, i.e., it is up to the fellow to seek guidance, and 
not rely on instrucAon. MulAple facilitators should be available throughout the week days and during breaks for ad hoc 
conversaAons and quesAons. When they are not engaged in discussion, facilitators may work on emails etc., but should be 
prepared to quickly switch to helping the Fellows if asked. Facilitators should encourage independence and guide 
parAcipants to solve their own problems. For example, facilitators might model the behaviour of looking up a reference 
resource instead of just providing one.  Requests for one-on-one conversaAons during nutriAon breaks of evenings may be 
considered with appropriate request.  (See Appendix A for notes on criAcal thinking and a dialogic style of facilitaAon as 
examples of approaches which may be used.) 

PresentaAons, where made, will be brief ‘pop-up’ presentaAons or prepared videos of 5-10 minutes, followed by full- or 
small-group discussion. As opposed to re-teaching research skills, pop-ups should be responsive to the strengths and 
weaknesses of the work seen, so far, and emphasize construcAve research and wriAng behaviours as well as criAcal thinking.   

ExpectaAons of parAcipants and facilitators 

ParAcipants are adult learners and have the responsibility to take the lead in the development of a novel research concept 
and proposal for independent research. Table (x) provides and illustraAon of the complementary responsibiliAes of the 
parAcipant versus the facilitator.   
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Table 1.  IllustraAon of the separate responsibiliAes of GGWW parAcipants relaAve to facilitators 

Task ParAcipants Facilitators

Literature review 
and research gap

Responsible for reviewing prior 
training on how to develop a 
literature review, use of frameworks 
to describe theoreAcal foundaAons 
and potenAal causal mechanisms for 
associaAons or intervenAons. 
Appropriate use of scoping reviews, 
systemaAc search for prior research 
relevant to the quesAon

Reminds the fellow of wriAng methods and tools including 
frameworks to develop research proposals.  Encourages 
parAcipant to apply techniques of literature search such as 
making appropriate disAncAons between major secondary 
sources and primary sources, wriAng an outline. 

Does not edit or direct the wriAng.  Provides authenAc 
criAcal response to short summaries of work, in group and 
table-top work.  Encourages and rewards clarity of ideas 
and development of arguments.  Uses SocraAc quesAoning 
of writer and observers to ensure writer gets feedback, “do 
you think you have explained this clearly; have you 
presented enough material to demonstrate that this is the 
interven8on that should be examined and there are not 
alterna8ves already available? 

As applicable, the facilitators will direct parAcipant to 
relevant literature, agencies authors, theoreAcal 
frameworks or methodology resources that are useful but 
have not adequately been explored.  May suggest terms 
and sources for addiAonal searches.  Does not perform 
searches for the parAcipant.

ArAculaAon of 
research quesAon 
and objecAves

Takes ownership of development of 
the research statements based on 
criAcal review of literature.  

Challenges the parAcipant to develop clearer and more 
effecAve statements on research purpose; give feedback 
where wriAng and arguments are stronger.

IdenAficaAon of 
research approach 
and specific 
methods

Must explore range of possible 
research methods and align selected 
approach with research objecAves. 
Must seek out and use criAcal 
resources on methods.

Will encourage criAcal thinking and further study leading to 
strong research proposals; will direct parAcipants to 
external resources for advice on methods.   

IdenAficaAon of 
opportuniAes for 
funding and 
compleAon of 
applicaAon draD

Is responsible for using various 
resources to idenAfy opportuniAes 
for post-docs and grants (e.g., CARTA 
and home insAtuAon websites, list 
servers, internet searches)

Guides the parAcipant to select funding opportuniAes of 
appropriate scale and for appropriate stage of career and 
Ameline.  
Asks what guidance the parAcipant is using to learn more 
about funding opportuniAes and their prioriAes and 
requirements. Shares personal and professional experience 
and insight, and general Aps for successful grant 
sponsorship. 
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Scaffolded Development of the Grant Proposal  
Scaffolded wriAng assignments break down a large and complex task into manageable pieces.  ODen general outlines or 
structured frameworks are developed first, which are presented for criAcal feedback and reflecAon.  Over a few to many 
iteraAons, full length prose is developed on the framework. Typically each secAon becomes longer, or secAons are added.  
The framework itself is refined through cycles of criAque, reflecAon and revision.  For more informaAon on the approach,  
(see Appendix 5: IllustraAon of scaffolded expansion of the draD research grant (days 1-3 of residenAal workshop) 

FormaAve feedback and revision are key element of the scaffolding process.  With each pass, the wriAng usually becomes 
more clear and effecAve.  ODen, the focus is narrowed and sharpened and complex plans are presented in a more logical 
flow. As length and detail are added (e.g., a general research approach develops progresses to an analysis plan), weakness 
or lack of clarity in the high-level framework are oDen revealed.  It is common the iniAal plans are abandoned or changed 
substanAally, in the process.  The authenAc objecAve may have been vague, or misunderstood but becomes clear..  One may 
have idenAfied major raAonale or feasibility issues that must be addressed.  Revision may include a major shiD in research 
approach to align with revised objecAves.  However, most learners who have faced a major rewrite (following the ‘ahah’ 
moment), can produce a new draD more efficiently than the first Ame.  Re-wriAng is oDen more purposeful, and built on 
stronger logic. 

It is a lot of work to create a research grant and the process can seem inAmidaAng and insurmountable. Therefore, it is 
rewarding and moAvaAng for the writer to have tangible evidence of progress along the way.  As pieces of a major work are 
revised, smaller pieces reach final form at each pass.  The writer can then see tangible proof of progress on a large, complex 
task that may have seemed daunAng.   

Interna3onal Peer Review Process 
RecruiAng reviewers for the parAcipants' proposals is a long process that needs to be started at least two months before the 
workshop.  This is informed by the several challenges that are anAcipated in this process. The obvious one is that there is no 
proposal to use as guide to search for the reviewers except for the proposed Atle. Other challenges to get sufficient numbers 
of reviewers that are experts in their field, have some degree of experience and seniority in research, and also have 
understanding that the review should be supporAve and help the early career fellow as they develop their very first larger 
and independent research proposal to a  naAonal or internaAonal funder or research council. 

The recruitment process 

1. Based on the Atles (and applicaAons) request for suggesAons from focal persons and ask them to suggest one or 
several reviewers for a specific proposal. 

2. For that proposal that does not get any suggesAons or that it needs addiAonal suggesAons, use pub med or other  
literature databases to search for suitable reviewers 

3. Use a preformajed but personalized lejer to contact the reviewers. If they do not respond, send a kind reminder a 
week later. Note acceptance and rejecAons. To all responders (both yes and No) ask them to suggest 2 alternaAve 
reviewers (the person contacted usually knows the research area bejer than facilitators/focal persons).  
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4. For each proposal, assign at least 3 internaAonal reviewers specialized in the proposed research quesAon and/or 
methodology. Try to get senior researchers as reviewers. Since many requests may be sent at the same Ame, some 
proposals may get more than 3 reviewers and this is welcomed. Exhaust the list of suggested reviewers for a 
specific proposal even when they have three reviewers already assigned.  

From experience 70% respond to the request aDer a reminder. Of these lijle more than half accepts. That means that to get 
at least three reviewers, on average 7-8 request needs to be done per fellow’s proposal. Also from experience, around 75% 
of the reviewers that have accepted will deliver a review at the Ame of the deadline.  

CommunicaAon 

The parAcipants are supposed to submit their proposal at the latest 0800 AM on the fourth day of the workshop.  Sending 
out a large number of individualized emails to each reviewer takes a very long Ame and will infringe on the few hours of 
review. Therefore it is advisable to set a google doc (or something similar) with one folder for each proposal so that the 
reviewers are granted access to the specific folder containing only the proposal they should review. 

Since for some of the reviewers, it may be weeks since they accepted to do the review, a series of reminders and 
instrucAons are sent out closer to the date of the review as follows; 

A. 10-14 days before the parAcipants' deadline (day 4 of the GW) an email is sent to all thanking the reviewers for 
accepAng to parAcipate. It is important to repeat the purpose of the review as spelled out in the invitaAon lejer 
giving more details on the process, how to access the proposals, and when the deadline of the reviews is.  Since the 
reviewers are in several Ame zones a Ame zone schedule is ajached so they easily can translate EAT to their local 
Ame to minimize the risk of using their local Ame as a deadline. 

B. 4-7 days before the parAcipants' deadline (day 4 of the GW) an email is sent to the group of reviewers reviewing 
the same proposal. In the mail, give a summary of the instrucAons and the google doc link to the specific folder 
where they will find the proposal for downloading. It is important not to put all the reviewers' emails in the “to” 
line but rather in the “bcc”. From experience, if they see that several others will review the document, they may 
not have the same urgency in their busy schedule during their workday to finalize and submit their review on Ame 
since others will do that too. 

C. I day prior, (Wednesday night) a short email is sent to all reviewers just informing them that at 08:00 AM the next 
day (Thursday), they may access their proposal to review and refer to the previous email where they find the link to 
their respecAve folder. Also, inform them that they should submit the reviews to an email, address. (given below). 

D. Just aDer the parAcipants' deadline (Thursday morning), sAll another email is sent to all tell them that now they can 
access the proposals. Also, inform them that they should  submit the reviews by replying and ajaching the review 
in their reply (see below). 
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It may seem raAonal to ask the reviewers to submit their reviews to the folder where they downloaded the proposal. 
However, it is difficult and tedious to keep track of this on the receiving side since we need to keep track of the received 
number of reviews. Inevitably, some needs to be reminded during the morning and some may not return any review at all. 
In some cases, some parAcipants may get only 1 review. The facilitators at the GGWW will need to act as reviewers and give 
feedback to the best of their ability. 

When the reviews are received, they are Acked off and  moved to respecAve fellow’s folder for them to  access and read. 
(see Appendix 3: Correspondence with facilitators and reviewers) 

Evalua3on of a Graduate Grant Wri3ng Workshop 

The graduate grant wriAng workshop evaluaAon aims to get feedback from both the parAcipants and facilitators on how the 
sessions were conducted and how useful they were. The parAcipants’ evaluaAon is done for both the virtual and face to face 
sessions, and a follow up ~6 and ~12 months aDer the workshop to assess the short-term outcomes of the workshop. The 
virtual and face to face evaluaAon quesAons focus on the how the useful the sessions held were to the parAcipants learning, 
parAcipants experiences while interacAng with peers and facilitators, the usefulness of the materials shared during the 
workshop, and changes in aotude, skills and knowledge as a result of the workshop.  

The reflecAons and informaAon collated through the different evaluaAon tools will be included in a report and shared with 
the organizing team and the facilitators, and will inform planning of future workshops, both from an operaAonal perspecAve 
and academically, to provide an experience conducive for achievement of the learning goals. 

Details of how each evaluaAon is done is below 

Online session evaluaAon 

The evaluaAon of the online session focus on the parAcipants’ experience of the online learning including what they liked 
and what could be improved to facilitate their learning in future, how useful they found the materials shared and whether 
they found the materials as a good future reference. The quesAons will include 

1. Please tell us what you liked most about online sessions 

2. What could be improved to facilitate your learning online 

3. How useful were the materials shared for your learning? 

4. Did you find the virtual materials useful as preparaAon for the face-to-face workshop? 

The organizer should consider adjusAng the quesAons to cover any addiAonal content. To bejer gauge how the virtual 
engagement helped preparing for the face-2-face workshop, the evaluaAon should be done together with the post-
workshop. 

End of the workshop evaluaAon 

The evaluaAon of the face-to-face sessions is done in two steps. First, a town hall meeAng is held on the last day of the 
workshop. The parAcipants share their experiences - what they learned, the impact of the workshop and any other 
informaAon they consider important - with the organizing team. The facilitators are asked to step out to give the 
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parAcipants space to share their thoughts about what occurred during the week. Second, an evaluaAon survey is shared for 
the parAcipants to provide their feedback in wriAng on various aspects of the training based on quesAons. The quesAons 
focus on the parAcipants expectaAons, how the sessions of the workshop enhanced their learning, changes in aotudes, 
skills and knowledge on various aspects, general feedback on training and the logisAcs. Example of the quesAons are at the 
end of the annex. 

Six months follow up 

To monitor the short-term outcomes of the graduate grant wriAng workshop, a follow up evaluaAon is administered six 
months aDer the face-to-face session. In the case of CARTA, and to avoid overloading the parAcipants with reports, the 
survey is included in the regular parAcipants’ semi-annual reports done aDer every six months. The organizer of the 
workshop will have to consider their context and how regularly they interact with the parAcipants to design an evaluaAon 
process that ensures a high response rate.  

The evaluaAon focuses on outputs of the graduate workshop i.e number of grant proposal developed, number of grant 
proposal submijed, number and amount of grants won from the developed proposals, usefulness of materials shared 
during the workshop and if they have found any other materials that they would consider useful to be shared during the 
workshop. The quesAonnaire may include quesAons such as 

1. Have you developed any grant proposals aDer you ajended Have you submijed any grant proposal since your 
parAcipaAon in the GGWW? 

2. How many applicaAons have you made 

3. What was the outcome of your applicaAons 

4. If won a grant, please share details of funder, call, amount won (USD) and grant start date 

5. Please tell us if you have any other achievement as a result of parAcipaAng in the graduate workshop 

Facilitators survey 

We also administer the facilitators evaluaAon to collect feedback from the workshop facilitators to assess their experience. 
The areas of focus are on the parAcipants level of preparedness for the workshop, what they liked about the workshop, 
logisAcs including the accommodaAon and their suggesAon on how to improve the workshop. The evaluaAon is 
administered on the last day of the training. 

Annex 1: Sample quesAons for the post face to face training event. 

1. What were your expectaAons for the graduate workshop 

2. To what extent were your expectaAons met 

3. Prior to this workshop, how many grant proposals have you been involved in developing 

4. Were any of your previous grant proposals successful? 

5. How would you rate your grant proposal wriAng skills prior to the workshop? (Weak, average, strong) 

6. As a result of the work in the GW, what gains did you make in your understanding of each of the following aspect 
(Scale no gains, lijle gains, moderate gains, good gains, Not applicable) 

a. WriAng for/to a funder/donor 
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b. Literature review process 

c. Grant review process 

d. BudgeAng and financial planning 

e. The relaAonship between the general concepts in grant proposals 

7. As a result of the work in the GW, what gains did you make in the following skills (Scale no gains, lijle gains, 
moderate gains, good gains, Not applicable) 

a. Phrasing the key concepts into a research gap/problem statement 

b. WriAng a literature review that is supporAve of your hypothesis and approach 

c. Choosing the appropriate methodology for your study 

d. Developing a budget that includes everything needed to perform your proposed study 

e. Handling feedback and criAques to your work 

f. Using comments received in the review process to improve your proposal 

g. IdenAfying funding opportuniAes 

8. Influence on aotude change: As a result of your work in this workshop, what GAINS DID YOU MAKE in the 
following ATTITUDES? 

a. Your comfort level in working with complex ideas 

b. Confidence that you understand the process of grant wriAng 

c. Confidence that you can write a grant proposal 

d. Willingness to seek help from facilitators and mentors 

e. Willingness to seek help from peers 

9. IntegraAon of your learning: As a result of your work in this workshop, what GAINS DID YOU MAKE in INTEGRATING 
the following? 

a. ConnecAng key workshop ideas with other knowledge 

b. Applying what you have learned in this workshop in other situaAons 

c. Using systemaAc reasoning in your approach to problems 

d. Using a criAcal approach to analyzing data and arguments in your daily life 

10. Please comment on how the approach of this workshop helps you to remember an adapt basic concepts in grant 
proposal wriAng 

11. What will you CARRY WITH YOU into other workshops or other aspects of your life? 

12. The workshop overall: HOW MUCH did the following aspects of the workshop HELP YOUR LEARNING? (Scale No 
help, A lijle help, Moderate help, Much help, Great help, Not applicable) 
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a. InstrucAonal approach applied in the workshop 

b. How the lectures and wriAng sessions fit together 

c. The pace of the workshop 

13. Please comment on how the INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH to this workshop helped your learning. 

14. How has this workshop CHANGED THE WAYS YOU LEARN? 

15. Workshop AcAviAes:  HOW MUCH did each of the following aspects of the workshop HELP YOUR LEARNING? (Scale 
No help, A lijle help, Moderate help, Much help, Great help, Not applicable) 

a. Preparatory work before workshop 

b. Listening to presentaAons during workshops 

c. PresenAng and discussing work in progress with facilitators 

d. PresenAng and discussing work in progress with peers 

e. Giving and receiving comments from all parAcipants 

f. Submiong work for peer review 

g. Receiving peer review 

h. Discussing peer review within the workshop 

16. Workshop resources: HOW MUCH did each of the following aspects of the workshop HELP YOUR LEARNING? (Scale 
No help, A lijle help, Moderate help, Much help, Great help, Not applicable) 

a. Lecture slides 

b. Supplementary informaAon on drive 

c. References that came up during lectures 

d. Preparatory materials sent in advance 

17. The informaAon you were given: HOW MUCH did each of the following aspects of the workshop HELP YOUR 
LEARNING? 

a. ExplanaAon of how the workshop acAviAes related to each other 

b. ExplanaAon of why the workshop focused on the topics presented 

18. Please comment on how the support you received from others helped your learning in GW 

19. In conclusion, on a scale of 1 to 5, rate your overall realizaAon of the learning outcomes of the Graduate workshop 
in the following areas: 

a. WriAng a proposal that addressed a research quesAon that was in your area of experAse and that you had 
wanted to answer 
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b. Understanding how to structure and write the proposal including literature review, methodology, methods 
including analysis plans, and impact plans 

c. Understanding the process of developing a research proposal including idenAfying funding sources, 
tailoring a proposal to funding sources, drawing on experAse, developing a budget, management plan and 
disseminaAon strategy 

d. Seeking and receiving a criAque of research ideas and plans and integraAng the feedback into a proposal 

e. The possibility of successfully submiong work/proposal within sApulated deadlines 
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APPENDIX 1. Overall task checklist for TOT Leads 

S.No. Milestone ConsideraAons

1 Set the dates of the 
workshop

As simple as this may look, it requires a combinaAon of logisAcs and engagement of 
facilitators: 

1. The usual first step is to engage a core group of facilitators and gauge their 
availability around a Ame of the year, then narrow it down to the week 
when they will be requested to block out from Sunday to Sunday 

2. Organizers should consider their insAtuAon’s schedule (examinaAon periods, 
senate/ board meeAngs) and how it will impact availability of facilitators 
and target parAcipants 

3. The workshop is designed to be a residenAal event, thus, it requires 
availability of the selected venue

2 Enrol facilitators Beyond the core facilitators iniAally contacted, the organizer needs to firm up 
availability of a diverse group of facilitators. The organizer should consider experts in 
the different areas covered during the workshop: 

1. Research and methodology experts: we do not try to have in the room 
experts in all the content areas in which the parAcipants will write, but the 
organizers should form a team including experts on: 

a.  qualitaAve and quanAtaAve methods; mixed methods researchers 

b. researchers or academics with deep understanding of the ethics 
review process and community and policy engagement 

c. experts who can facilitate a discussion on collaboraAons, 
mentorship and other topics included in the program 

2. development and finance officers who can deliver specific sessions on 
engagement with funders and navigaAng the fundraising landscape 
(adapted to the context of the parAcipants) as well as budgeAng or, if not 
available, researchers with experience on these areas
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3 Open the call for 
applicaAons OR send out 
invitaAons to potenAal 
parAcipants

1. DraD call: it needs to be very clear about: 

a. when the workshop will take place and which prior engagement is 
expected; 

b. eligibility criteria; 

c. how to apply; 

d. applicaAon deadline (include Ame and Amezone to avoid 
confusion) 

2. Set system to receive applicaAons 

a. e-mail: ensure that all are found and receiver’s email is not going to 
be clogged and become dysfuncAonal 

b. submission via specific system is recommended: REDCap, Google 
Forms, etc4 SelecAon of parAcipants The selecAon process depends on the base of candidates an organizer is working 

with. The workshop could be open to any early career researcher, or to a specific 
department, or somewhere in between. It could be very open or very targeted. It 
could also be a mix of more senior and very junior PhD graduates. It all depends on 
the needs of the organizing insAtuAon, but organizers should consider their audience 
when puong out the call and design a program that meets the needs of the 
parAcipants. 

1. Open call: 

a. AdministraAve due diligence 

b. Shortlist: the shortlisAng may be done compeAAvely (those 
showing more commitment, more support to dedicate Ame, bejer 
draDs), by topic (looking for a specific composiAon of the group like 
at least two working on each area, or groups who will apply 
together to write a collaboraAve grant), or first-come-first-served 
when everyone gets the same chances and those responding faster 
can secure a spot if their applicaAon is complete 

2. By invitaAon only: 

a. Define inclusion criteria 

b. Contact those meeAng the criteria 

In both cases, the organizer needs to decide how many parAcipants are they taking 
and adjust facilitaAon needs5 Recruitment of external 

reviewers
With the shortlisted parAcipants and their topics, the organizer needs to liaise with a 
wide base of potenAal reviewers, experts in different areas that will sympathize with 
the cause of reviewing one or more proposals for your workshop with a VERY quick 
turn around. The ideal target is that every parAcipant receives three external reviews 
on the fiDh day of the workshop. More details are shared in the Appendix.
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6 LogisAcs arrangements 1. AccommodaAon and catering: consider final number of people who need 
accommodaAon and conference package, both trainees and facilitators 

2. Venue: plan the space needs for the workshop to happen. The interacAve 
sessions need people to roam around the room, hang their flipcharts/
posters, and have space to discuss while conversaAons are happening in 
other areas of the room 

3. Flights and ground transportaAon: if your parAcipants are internaAonal, you 
need to book their flights in advance but also ensure that the visa 
applicaAon process is iniAated early enough 

4. Allowances: each insAtuAon and project handles this differently. The 
condiAons and expectaAons by parAcipants, facilitators and organizers 
should be clear long before the workshop. Everyone needs to be informed 
of what is covered, what is not, and if any receipts need to be submijed to 
make any specific claims that are covered. It is advisable to menAon what is 
included and explicitly say that anything else is not covered. 

5. LogisAcs note: it is important to provide specific informaAon to parAcipants 
as to what to expect, what is included, and what they should keep in mind 
as they prepare to join the face-to-face workshop. A template lejer is 
shared (link Mercy’s 2022GGWW lejer)

7 Design program Knowing the number of parAcipants and once facilitators have confirmed, the 
secAons of the program should be distributed and the agenda for this specific event 
made available

8 On-line content The GGWW has a virtual asynchronous component that is meant to get the 
parAcipants ready for the face-to-face event. The materials should be uploaded to 
the insAtuAonal e-learning plaxorm or arrangements to uAlize the APHRC Virtual 
Academy should be made well in advance. The organizer needs to ensure that: 

1. Materials are uploaded and structured 

2. Facilitators are given access as teachers and have Ame to revise the content, 
schedule assignments and finalize e-learning component 

3. ParAcipants are given access as students and can access the plaxorm 
without difficulAes 

4. Deadlines for assignments are clearly displayed on the plaxorm and also 
communicated on direct e-mail to the parAcipants

9 Set up system to share 
proposals for review and 
external reviews

Once parAcipants are selected, the organizer can start to set up the system where 
the rapid external review will take place. It is important to give access to the 
reviewers and the parAcipants ahead of Ame and confirm that they can, indeed, 
access their respecAve folders. AlternaAvely, the review process can be coordinated 
via e-mail, but this has proven cumbersome. The decision should be made well in 
advance and make sure everyone involved has specific instrucAons of what is 
expected of them.
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APPENDIX 2.  Call for applicants and related materials  
Enrolling Facilitators 

Beyond the core facilitators iniAally contacted, the organizer needs to firm up availability of a diverse group of facilitators. 
The organizer should consider experts in the different areas covered during the workshop: 

1. Research and methodology experts: we do not try to have in the room experts in all the content areas in which the 
parAcipants will write, but the organizers should form a team including experts on: 

a. qualitaAve and quanAtaAve methods; mixed methods researchers 

b. researchers or academics with deep understanding of the ethics review process and community and policy 
engagement 

c. experts who can facilitate a discussion on collaboraAons, mentorship and other topics included in the 
program 

2. Development and finance officers who can deliver specific sessions on engagement with funders and navigaAng the 
fundraising landscape (adapted to the context of the parAcipants) as well as budgeAng or, if not available, 
researchers with experience on these areas. 

Once the facilitators ‘availability is firmed up, the organizer then allocates specific sessions to each facilitator and develops a 
program.  

SelecAon of parAcipants 

The selecAon process depends on the base of candidates an organizer is working with. The workshop could be open to any 
early career researcher, or to a specific department, or somewhere in between. It could be very open or very targeted. It 
could also be a mix of more senior and very junior PhD graduates. It all depends on the needs of the organizing insAtuAon, 
but organizers should consider their audience when puong out the call and design a program that meets the needs of the 
parAcipants. 

1. Open call: 

a. AdministraAve due diligence: the call should highlight the objecAves of the workshop, mode of delivery 
(whether the whole workshop will be face to face or will be blended), commitment required, eligibility 
criteria, instrucAons for making the applicaAons and the Amelines. The organiser should ensure the 

10 Design evaluaAon The evaluaAon of the workshop is an important element of improving future 
workshops. The evaluaAon should be done through a plaxorm accessible to the 
organizing team in the long term so that the data collected is not lost. Whether it is 
an on-line system like REDCap, Google Forms, or MenAmeter, the results of the 
evaluaAon should be archived offline for future reference. 

We always combine a live discussion or “town hall” evaluaAon during the last day of 
the workshop and an individual survey. Our experience says that the response rate 
increases if we give parAcipants Ame during the workshop to complete the 
evaluaAon, which we try to do aDer the town hall so that they have the discussion 
fresh in their mind.
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parAcipants meet the eligibility criteria e.g. PhD graduates or have at least submijed their thesis for 
examinaAon.  

b. Shortlist: the shortlisAng may be done compeAAvely (those showing more commitment, more support to 
dedicate Ame, bejer draDs), by topic (looking for a specific composiAon of the group like at least two 
working on each area, or groups who will apply together to write a collaboraAve grant), or first-come-first-
served when everyone gets the same chances and those responding faster can secure a spot if their 
applicaAon is complete.  

c. Feedback: feedback should be shared with successful as well as unsuccessful applicants.  

2. By invitaAon only: 

a. Define inclusion criteria: if the workshop is for a targeted group, the facilitator should establish the criteria 
depending on the specific needs of the organisaAon.  

b. Contact those meeAng the criteria: direct contact to those who meet the criteria should then be done 
highlighAng the Ame, mode of delivery and instrucAons for applicaAon if needed.  

In both cases, the organizer needs to decide how many parAcipants they are taking and adjust facilitaAon needs. 

Set up system to share proposals for external review. 

At the end of the workshop, the parAcipants should develop a proposal for a research grant. This proposal should be 
reviewed by at least 3 experts in their area of research. The organiser should set up an online system e.g. Google Drive, 
where the parAcipants can upload their proposals and the reviewers can access and share their feedback. The folders should 
include as much informaAon as possible to help the reviewers in their review e.g. the applicaAon documents.  Both the 
parAcipants and reviewers should have ediAng access to the folder.  

The organiser needs to prepare to dedicate Ame for follow up with reviewers and to reallocate any unreviewed proposals to 
other reviewers should this become necessary.  

CommunicaAon to Facilitators 

Graduate Workshop 2022 

Warm GreeAngs from CARTA! We hope you have been keeping well. 

The Graduate Grant WriAng Workshop 2022  is scheduled to take place physically in Nairobi Kenya from November 28- 
December 3 2022. Before that, the parAcipants will be engaged online in the month of October with some pre-workshop 
assignments.  

Please let us know whether you will be available as a  facilitator for the face to face workshop and whether you will be able 
to review pre-workshop assignments one day in the month of November, most likely between November 17-19. 

Kindly confirm your availability as soon as possible for further planning. We will share further details on your role in due 
course. 

We look forward to hearing from you and working with you. 

Program for the Graduate Workshop 
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Dear Facilitators, 

Thank you for accepAng to facilitate this year's Graduate Workshop. You will receive the invitaAon lejers within the week 
for visa applicaAon where needed.  

Please find ajached the draD program for your reference. Please let us know whether you are okay with the sessions 
allocated to you and whether you would also like to facilitate any other sessions. 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Sample Call 

CALL for ApplicaAons: 2022 CARTA Graduate Workshop 

CARTA is now accepAng applicaAons for the 2022 CARTA Graduate Workshop slated to take place from October to 
December 2022. 

 This year's workshop will be blended, using Moodle as a learning plaxorm in October and a residenAal week in Nairobi, 
Kenya, between November 28 and December 2, 2022. Successful applicants will have access to the learning plaxorm from 
October 10, 2022. Assignments must be submijed before October 31, 2022. The effort needed during this phase should be 
taken into account when submiong an applicaAon and making a commitment to the workshop. 

 CARTA’s Graduate Workshop is geared towards securing the future, and fostering career growth of its high-
achieving graduates. The workshop will equip post-doctoral early career researchers with skills to develop a compeAAve 
proposal for a personal award to support their research or a research grant/large project that they will lead. 

 Eligibility 

This call is open to CARTA graduates who have completed their doctoral programs. CARTA parAcipants who have submijed 
and/or defended their thesis and are awaiAng correcAons or graduaAon are also eligible but must have completed all 
correcAons before September 15, 2022. 

 Priority will be accorded to applicants who have not ajended the Graduate workshop before. Graduates who have 
ajended a previous workshop can sAll apply and will be given a slot if available. 

Note: slots for this workshop are only 20 and therefore selecAon will be on a strict first-come first-serve basis.  

Register here: h/ps://redcap.aphrc.org/redcap/surveys/?s=PAYFCT7EWW3ETE4F 

Sample communicaAon to applicants 

CommunicaAon to Unsuccessful Applicants 

Thank you for your applicaAon to parAcipate in the CARTA Graduate Workshop 2022. Unfortunately, we had limited 
opportuniAes and could only enroll graduates who have not parAcipated before. We encourage you to look out for other 
opportuniAes that may arise in the future 

CommunicaAon to Succesful Applicants 
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Following your applicaAon, I am pleased to let you know that you have been selected to parAcipate in the Graduate 
Workshop 2022. The face to face session will take place from November 28- December 3rd 2022 in Nairobi Kenya. Before 
that you will be engaged in pre-workshop engagements starAng from October 10th.  

We shall share further informaAon in the coming days concerning the online engagements and your preparaAon for the 
graduate workshop. 

APPENDIX 3: Correspondence with facilitators and reviewers 
Content is simply a copy of a few key template lejers or emails with – especially reviewers – sent from the chair.  (e.g., just a 
few specific examples from 2020 or 2022. 

Why important?   

We are asking a lot of the reviewers and the Ameline is very complicated.  If they don’t realize when (in their Amezone) the 
materials will arrive and when they are due back, it costs the parAcipant a review. 

Over Ame, the instrucAons became quite sophisAcated and included tables or graphics showing Amelines by Amezone.  This 
experience is useful to future organizers. 
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Sample Email 1 (Instructions for reviewers of proposals from the CARTA graduate workshop 2022) 

Dear reviewers, 

On behalf of the Consortium for Advanced Research Training in Africa (CARTA), I wish to thank you 
for accepting to review proposals from our workshop participants who are currently participating in 
our Graduate workshop. It was concluded after previous Graduate workshops that the most important 
single factor for the success of the workshop and the improvement of the proposals was the input from 
the reviewers, so your support is very valuable. 

I wish to share the guidelines that we will all use for this exercise. 

1. Participants will submit their proposals (the research part only) latest by 08:00 AM  East 
African Time, on Thursday,  December 1, 2022, to the CARTA e-mail address (carta@aphrc.org). 

2. The proposals will be made available to you immediately thereafter through a Google doc link 
that is distributed to you next week, You can see in the attached picture what time it is in your 
time zone. Each reviewer will receive 1 - 2 proposals (depending on how many you have 
agreed to review).  

3. You will critique the proposal and submit a report (as detailed as possible in a supportive and 
constructive manner) to carta@aphrc.org, as soon as you can, but preferably before midnight 
East African Time (see picture with time zones). 

The workshop participants have been asked to write for review the sections of a proposal that directly 
relate to the design of the research to be undertaken – background, aim, research questions, objectives, 
methodology, methods, an indication of the timetable (in the form required by the funder so the section 
headings may vary). 
• We ask you to judge whether the proposal is convincing, logical, relevant, has fatal flaws, etc, and 

advice on how it can be improved. You can decide in what way and length to present the comments 

Since participants will target different funders, we have requested them to provide the basic guidelines 
from the funder that they will target. You should determine whether the fellow has followed the 
guidelines. 

For review is not include sections such as budget, intellectual property, CV, institutional setting, 
training, project management, mentors, and general dissemination (they may have objectives 

mailto:carta@aphrc.org
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Sample Email 2 (Reviewers Summary of InstrucAons) 
Dear reviewer, 
The review date is less than a week away, and I wish to repeat the the core of the guidelines 
and deadlines share with you in an email last week.  

1. Participants will submit their proposals (the research part only) latest by 08:00 AM  East 
African Time, on Thurday, December 1, 2022, 

2. The proposals will made available to you immediately there after  through a Google doc link 
that be distributed to you next week You can see in the attached picture what time it  is in 
your time zone. Each reviewer will receive 1 - 2 proposals (depending on how many you 
have agreed to review).  

3. You will critique the proposal and submit a report (as detailed as possible in a supportive and 
constructive manner) to carta@aphrc.org, as soon as you can, but preferably before midnight 
East African Time (see picture with time zones). 

The workshop participants have been asked to write for review the sections of a proposal that 
directly relate to the design of the research to be undertaken – background, aim, research questions, 
objectives, methodology, methods, an indication of timetable (in the form required by the funder so 
the section headings may vary). 

• We ask you to judge whether the proposal is convincing, logical, relevant, has fatal flaws etc 
and advice on how it can be improved. You can decide in what way and length to present the 

Email Sample 3 (Reminder before the review dates) 

Dear Reviewer, 

Hope this email finds you well.  

This is just to inform you that at 8:00 AM EAT tomorrow Thursday, December 2022, you may access the proposals you 
commijed for reviewing.  

As explained in the previous email, please use the google link provided to access the proposals in the folder. ADer the 
review, you should submit the review report to the email address carta@aphrc.org, as soon as you can, but 
preferably before midnight East African Time (see picture with time zones). 

We are very grateful to you for undertaking this task and for your commitment to do this in such a Aght Ameframe. 

Regards, 



 

 

Sample of Timezone table  
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Sample Email 4 (Last instrucAon to the reviewers) 

Dear reviewer,  

Today is the date for the review. Please access the proposals using the google link provided in a previous mail.  

ADer the review, you should submit the review report to the email address carta@aphrc.org, as soon as you can, but 
preferably before midnight East African Time (see picture with Ame zones). 

We are very grateful to you for undertaking this task and for your commitment to do this in such a Aght Ameframe. 

Sample Email 5. (RequesAng your experAse in the CARTA 7th Graduate Workshop in Nairobi, November 28th to December 2nd 
2023) 

Dear Dr/prof XXXXX, 

We work with a programme called ConsorAum for Advanced Research Training in Africa (CARTA and see below). We have 
received your contact details from xxxx who will be one of the facilitators in the upcoming CARTA Graduate workshop in 
Nairobi/ who is the CARTA focal person in your insAtuAon/ who referred me to you because you have the experAse that we are 
looking for. 

 The Graduate workshop is a one-week long workshop for CARTA Ph.D. graduates. The workshop aims to equip the parAcipants 
with skills to develop a successful and substanAal proposal for a personal award to support their research, a postdoctoral 
fellowship, or a large project they will lead. The parAcipants have worked on their research quesAons and literature review 
before coming to the workshop where they will spend the week working on their research proposals and receive guidance 
from various facilitators.  

 At the end of the week, the morning of Thursday, December 1 (8 AM EAT Nairobi), their proposals will be sent to external 
internaAonal reviewers. The reviewers are expected to send feedback someAme on the same day (evening at the latest) so 
that the parAcipant can discuss the feedback with the facilitators during the next day of the workshop (December 2, 8 AM EAT 
Nairobi).  

The reviewers will receive secAons of a proposal that directly relate to the design of the research to be undertaken 
(background, aim, research quesAons, objecAves, methodology, an indicaAon of the Ametable), and also the basic guidelines 
from the funder that they will target.  

The internaAonal peer review is a very important part of the workshop and for the improvement of the proposals. The input 
from the external reviewers can make a big difference when it comes to the success of the proposals. 

• We would appreciate if you could review the proposal Atled “XXXXXXXXXXXX” by YYYYYYY (please note that the Atle 
is preliminary. It might change during the course of the workshop.) 

If you are available and would like to support the parAcipant with your feedback, please let us know at your earliest 
convenience. 

 Reviewers will receive more detailed instrucAons in due Ame. 

 Thank you and best wishes, 

http://www.cartafrica.org/


 

APPENDIX 4: Illustra3on of scaffolded expansion of the draY research grant (days 1-3 of 
residen3al workshop) 
Table X  IllustraAon of scaffolded progression of research quesAons to a proposal (used over the first several days 
of the in person wriAng workshop. Lightly shading indicates discuss; unshaded material explicitly presented is summary 
presentaAons and in developing draD  

SecAon of flip-
chart summary 
(and porAon of 
prose being 
developed)

Pass 1.   
Background, research 
gap and quesAon

Pass 2 
Research quesAon and 
approach

Pass 3 
Approach and design 
framework

Pass 4 
Approach, design and 
analysis plans

Background and 
literature review 

IniAal background on 
problem or context

Revised background 
on problem or context

Improved background 
secAon leading more 
efficiently to research 
gap and approach

Refined prose. A 
complete and effecAve 
background secAon, 
progressing logically to 
research approach

Statement of 
research quesAon 
and objecAves

Statement of 
objecAves of the 
research  
as an idea

ObjecAves are more 
operaAonalized 

Clearly operaAonalized 
objecAves aligned to 
approach

Clearly arAculated 
research quesAon and 
achievable objecAves
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Research 
approach

General research 
approach anAcipated, 
oDen implied from 
research quesAon

High level 
idenAficaAon of 
research approach 
(e.g., general form of 
methodology – 
experimental, quasi-
experimental; 
qualitaAve)

Refined descripAon of 
research approach, 
connected to 
methodological 
resources

Final form statement of 
objecAves and approach

Research 
proposal

AnAcipaAon of 
proposal elements, 
target populaAon, 
recruitment and 
available data

Major design elements 
in high-level, 
conceptual form (e.g., 
point form sampling 
and measures)

Refined, organized and 
effecAve summary of 
proposed research

Analysis plans Framework for analysis 
and methods

Analysis plan aligned to 
achieve stated objecAve

Detailed budget General consideraAons 
of costs and resources 
(in discussion)

Costs and resources 
anAcipated

Detailed budget 
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APPENDIX 5: Daily progress poll and feedback 
Examples of feedback on daily progress, as developed by Håkan Billig.  
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APPENDIX 6:  Notes on dialogic teaching and assessment of cri3cal thinking 

Dialogic teaching pedagogy – DefiniAon and principles 

“ Dialogic teaching is a model of instrucAon that fosters conAnuous and controlled dialogue between students and teachers, 
as opposed to tradiAonal teacher-centred, presentaAon-based methods of instrucAon.  It involves talk that goes beyond 
quesAoning-answering that has a knowledge transmission funcAon foremost.  Dialogic pedagogy encourages students to 
narrate, explain, analyse, speculate, explore, evaluate, discuss, argue, etc.  It also requires students to learn to listen to their 
peers, think about what they are saying, give them Ame to think and respect their viewpoints. […] Teachers need to develop 
a high level of awareness of their speech level and interacAons with students, including how it sAmulates their self-
confidence, level of thinking, and creaAve and criAcal quesAoning. […] 

Five core principles describe dialogic pedagogies (Alexander, 2017[25]): 

• Collec(vity: Students address learning tasks together. 

• Reciprocity: Students listen to each other, share ideas and consider alternaAve perspecAves. 

• Support: Students express their ideas freely, without fear of being wrong and they support one another to reach 
mutual understandings. 

• Cumula(on: Students build ideas from others’ oral contribuAons, which adds to a coherent line of thinking. 

• Purposefulness: Classroom talk is open and encouraged, but it is also planned and framed in order to achieve 
specific learning objecAves. “ 

Source:  Vincent-Lancrin, S., et al. (2019), Fostering Students' CreaAvity and CriAcal Thinking: What it Means in School, 
EducaAonal Research and InnovaAon, OECD Publishing, Paris, hjps://doi.org/10.1787/62212c37-en; (p.105)  

Assessment of CriAcal Thinking 

hjps://www.oecd.org/educaAon/class-friendly-assessment-rubric-criAcal-thinking.pdf 

APPENDIX 7: Risks and mi3ga3ons – 3ps for facilitators 
The following are things facilitators should watch for. These reflect challenges idenAfied at prior graduate grant wriAng 
workshops.  The challenges may be addressed individually, in small groups, in peer-to-peer feedback and in pop-up 
presentaAons to idenAfy challenges and moAvate improvement. 

Literature review.  

• Missing essenAal background material to define the problem or associaAons of interest; missing basic science material 
on mechanisms; missing important social theoreAcal perspecAves and history. 

• Presents an argument to take acAon (e.g., prove in the applicaAon that an intervenAon or program must be adopted, 
but NOT an argument for an act of research (e.g., to evaluate whether or not the propose would have the desired 
effects). 

• Fails to idenAfy or summarize prior research similar to what is being proposed (e.g. other countries; other similar areas 
of inquiry). 
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• Is too narrow: 

o Missing relevant prior research from different research groups, or from different disciplines 

o Too narrow in terms of geography, context or study populaAon; unaware of comparable or compeAng 
intervenAons 

o Fails to idenAfy and criAcally discuss approaches or intervenAons other than what is being proposed 

• An intervenAon is proposed, but poorly jusAfied (e.g., insufficient informaAon on intervenAon developed and efficacy; 
alternaAves weren’t considered; inadequate review of evaluaAve research completed elsewhere.) 

• Too few or inappropriate mixture of literature sources or citaAons (e.g., effecAve use of authoritaAve review or burden 
of disease reports versus summaries of relevant prior studies). 

• Literature reviewed not connected to approach and methods proposed. 

• DifficulAes with effecAve wriAng (organizaAon, clarity of language and flow of arguments).  

Research gap. 

• Not developed from (sufficient) criAcal review of prior knowledge and research. 

• Research objecAves not clearly arAculated; or is doesn’t related to an answerable research quesAon. 

• Too ambiAous or grandiose 

• MulAple research objecAves which  

o Are inadequately connected to each other by context, theory, mechanisms and stage of research) 

o Require incompaAble research approach or methods (e.g., sampling for one sub-study will not work for 
another component) 

o Reflects a series of stages of research each condiAonal on the other (not feasible or too long a Ameline for 
funding) 

Methodology 

• Fellows have experAse in methods in one area (e.g., what they used in their PhD) but not the required experAse in the 
methods being proposed for a new research quesAon,  

• Fellows may not be accessing appropriate methodological resources, or experAse, required to develop methods or 
analysis plans.   

• Inappropriate overall research design for objecAves (e.g., a prevalence study to moAvate people to adopt an 
intervenAon, as opposed to evaluaAng the intervenAon). 

• Specific design features (e.g., recruitment, measures and procedures) chosen without criAcal thinking, or without using 
resources for methodology and materials for criAcal appraisal for specific designs.  

• Has not accessed methodological research or reviews for specific study features (e.g., prior research and criAcal reviews 
on measurement methods, reliability and validity for specific constructs; sampling designs; data collecAon methods; or 
laboratory and field methods) 
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• MulAple research quesAons which require different study designs, different parAcipants or recruitment; different 
measures and/or different sample sizes.  

• Overly ambiAous or not feasibility (e.g., Ame course, costs, geographical range or extent of partnerships required). 

• Uncertainty that all objecAves would be met (e.g., later stages of work enArely dependent on incomplete earlier 
project).  

Ethics 

• Proposal includes unidenAfied or unmiAgated risks to study populaAons, directly or indirectly. 

• Failure to idenAfy need for, or means to obtain research ethics review and approval 

• Proposal does not consider authenAc engagement of persons with lived experience or community 

Funding and partnerships 

• Fellows require support idenAfying potenAal sources of funding for proposed research or posiAon.  

• Fellows may idenAfy an opportunity to which they or their planned research may be ineligible. 

• Fellows may need guidance to design a research project at the right career stage; this may be a re-entry grant, small 
grant, or component idenAfied as their work within a larger team grant; at this stage major mulA-year and mulAple-
invesAgator grants are not likely to be appropriate 

Proposed seong and collaboraAons 

• Proposed seong, collaboraAon or supervision may lack opportuniAes for independent scholarship (for example 
conAnuing to work under a current supervisor if that seong doesn’t support independent growth)  

• Context of proposed research does not provide adequate faciliAes or experAse for mentorship 

Budget and Ameline 

• Fellow needs guidance on what elements to include, realisAc expectaAons for Ameline, allowable expenses or costs 
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